Answer Key

1. Number the pictures in the correct order from 1 to 4 as they appear in the story.
   Key: 1 ice floes, 2 woods & river, 3 beach, 4 mountain of rubbish.

2. Match the countries to the pictures.
   Key: 1c, 2 b, 3 d, 4a.

3. Match the rubbish to the correct recycling bin.
   Key: 1c, 2 d, 3 b, 4a.

4. Tick (√) the sentences that are correct and cross (X) the sentences that are incorrect.
   Key: a √ (example), b √, c X, d X, e √, f X, g √, h √, i X, j √, k √, l √

5. Number the events in the story in the correct order.
   Key: a sweets/pop (example), b rubbish, c woods, d boat, e biscuits/ juice, f river, g plastic, h letter, i rubbish, j happy.

6. Complete the letter with the words from the box.
   Key: 1 children, 2 rubbish, 3 animals, 4 pick up, 5 bins, 6 you, 7 Anak or Yanouk, 8 Anak or Yanouk.
Answer Key

7 Draw a picture of a clean beach without any rubbish.

Key: Pupils’ own answers.